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FOREWORD
From Louisa Hosegood Digital & Strategy Director,
Bis Henderson Consulting
As mass vaccination gets underway, could the
enormous upheaval caused by COVID-19 be
nearing an end? Will life go back to normal?
Will we all work, shop and consume as we did
before the pandemic?
Realistically, that’s highly unlikely. Working from
home has opened people’s eyes to new
possibilities with greater work-life flexibility, less
commuting and more time spent with family. For
others, economic hardship has adversely
impacted the way they live, budget and spend.
These shifts in lifestyle for many is likely to
become part of the ‘post-COVID normal’ and
inevitably, it will radically change the dynamics
of retailing.
Over the course of 2020 more consumers have
come to realise the efficiency and convenience
of online shopping, resulting in an unforeseen
surge in eCommerce order volumes. For
vulnerable, less-than-agile high street retailers
the impact of lock-down combined with a
sudden shift to online sales has been
devastating, leading to well-known brands
going into receivership.

In this Bis Henderson Consulting insights series
on 'The New Retail Landscape', we offer an
in-depth analysis of the retail world in transition,
from early lock-down to the emerging strategies
for a post-COVID future. Our whitepaper
‘Preparing Supply Chains For A New Retail
Landscape Post Coronavirus’ has been
supplemented by a series of four insight pieces
– ‘Flexing The Stockroom For A New Future’,
‘The Five-Point Route-Map To Effective
Warehouse Automation’, ‘Gaining Competitive
Advantage Through Collaborative
Relationships’, and Delivering On The Last Mile
Challenge’. A comprehensive review of
changing consumer behaviour and the solution
sets needed for retail success.
Balancing resilience, customer service and cost
is just a start. Solutions need to be capital-light,
flexible, and fast to switch on, with a focus on
collaboration, creative thinking and customer
service.
Retailers should grasp this opportunity to
become truly resilient, to embrace change and
play an active role in shaping the future of retail.

Louisa

Retailers with products or business models hard
hit by the pandemic should act now to shake up
their thinking, re-evaluate their business
strategy and cost structure, and find new ways
to compete in the new retail landscape that will
emerge.
For others that identified and then seized
opportunities, their early successes will need to
be consolidated, built on and augmented –
turning improvised emergency solutions into
sustainable strategies.
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The Coronavirus has radically and
abruptly changed the way we work and
live our lives. How will this alter
consumer behaviour and attitudes? And
what will this mean for retail and the
supply chains that support it?
By Louisa Hosegood, Digital and
Strategy Director, Bis Henderson
Consulting.
There will still be consumers, retailers and
supply chains after Coronavirus (AC). But that
is not to say that it will be ‘business as usual’,
and indeed there are many who would say that
could be a good thing – a chance to reset, and
correct some of the less attractive features of
the recent, globalised, high consumption retail
economy. Those hopes may not be fulfilled, but
nonetheless much will have changed, in global
and national economies, and in the desires and
behaviours of individual consumers. While the
directions of change are open for speculation,
change itself is certain, and retailers need to
look beyond the current hiatus to consider how
their supply chains can achieve the necessary
resilience, flexibility and agility to deliver on
consumer needs in the brave new world that
emerges.
We may not have a crystal ball, but there are
some trends and features that are near
certainties. Interestingly, many of these are not
solely the result of the current crisis – in many
cases they are amplifications and accelerations
of trends that were already on the horizon.

"While the directions of change
are open for speculation, change
itself is certain, and retailers need
to look beyond the current hiatus"

FINDING THE NEW NORMAL
As physics students know, ‘perturb’ any system
and it will at first oscillate wildly, even
chaotically. Over time the oscillations will decay
towards a steady state, which may not be the
same as the original state. It may take months,
even years, for the shape of the new retail
economy to become clear, and firms that reap
early profits from an initial return to ‘normality’
may not necessarily be best positioned for
success in the longer term. They will discover
that true resilience isn’t about bouncing back to
business as before; it is about bouncing forward
to grasp new opportunities in new conditions.
Governments have of necessity taken control,
and to some extent ownership, of large parts of
their economies – they may prove reluctant to
loosen their grasp. The liberal laissez faire free
market philosophy may to some extent be
replaced by state support for domestic
manufacture in key sectors; the reintroduction
of tariff and non-tariff barriers, and domestic
preference in public procurement. For retailers
there may be new market distortions: for
example, effective subsidy for physical High
Streets, and new pressures and burdens on
online retail, creating disincentives towards
adopting new technologies, techniques and
business models. On the other hand,
government may learn some useful things: for
example, the current loosening of Competition
law to allow food retailers to share physical
assets, workforces and demand data may
suggest that there are ways of encouraging
supply chain collaboration that are economically
beneficial, serve the Green agenda, and do not
constitute a conspiracy to disadvantage the
consumer.
A further macro-economic uncertainty postcrisis is the effect on international transport. It is
conceivable, for example, that travel and
tourism may remain at depressed levels for an
extended period. This could seriously limit the
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"True resilience isn’t about
bouncing back to business as
before; it is about bouncing
forward to grasp new
opportunities in new conditions."

availability of premium ‘belly freight’ air
transport, reducing the attractiveness of longdistance supply chains. Meanwhile, until the
new world economy settles down, exchange
rates and commodity prices could be volatile,
creating extra challenges for sourcing policies.

opportunities to spend, may come out of the
crisis relatively cash-rich. The availability of
consumer credit AC is another unknown; the
government could choose to push credit
towards industry rather than consumers.
It may well be that if the government is seen to
have failed workers in the ‘gig’ economy –
which includes many casual and part time
workers in retail supply chains, from fruit pickers
to warehouse staff and delivery drivers – new
regulations may be introduced that will impact
on retailers’ costs and flexibility.
All these factors, individually and in
combination, are likely to fluctuate in a fairly
random fashion for quite a while before settling
down to a new normal.

TAX OR SPEND?
Governments will look to revitalise the economy
by boosting retail demand. However, that is not
straightforward. Vastly increased state
borrowings will have to be financed through
increased taxation and consumer booms tend
to be inflationary. On the other hand, we may
find that consumer demand remains depressed.
A typical and often long-lived response to a
crisis of the current nature is for consumers to
become much more cautious in their
expenditure.
Demand may be suppressed by changing
consumer attitudes to ‘buying stuff’, which were
already evident and are discussed below. An
unknown, but potentially large, number of
consumers may be at least temporarily
unemployed, with little disposable income. It
may be that many of the ‘just about managing’
will have to make significant reductions in
expenditure: they may have spent months on
just 80% of basic pay, and have lost
opportunities for overtime, or subsidiary
incomes in the gig economy. Another, though
doubtless smaller group will have retained their
full-time income and, having been denied

CONSCIOUS CONSUMERS
Above are some of the macro-economic factors
that could challenge retailers. But retail is, of
course, the expression of a myriad of individual
consumer decisions. What we were noticing,
even before the current emergency, was the
development of a set of behaviours, concerns
and wants that have been characterised as ‘the
conscious consumer’.
We expect these trends not only to continue,
but also to be amplified by the crisis, as
individual consumers are forced to reconsider
their values. Importantly these concerns do not

"A typical and often long-lived
response to a crisis of the current
nature is for consumers to
become much more cautious in
their expenditure."
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seem to be the reserve of the cash-rich, the
middle classes or the young, they represent
genuine movements across most or all
demographics. Consumers’ experiences in the
current crisis, and the conclusions they draw,
may reinforce these behavioural shifts.
These trends will affect what people buy, where
their purchases come from, the quantities they
buy, and how they shop. Retail supply and
fulfilment operations will have to adapt to meet
these new consumer requirements. And while
some of the issues may seem a little ‘niche’, it is
worth bearing in mind that retailing works on
margins – quite small percentage changes in a
market can have major implications for viability.
Online, after all, only accounts for around a fifth
of retail trade – yet companies and whole
sectors have been challenged, even broken, by
much smaller moves to online.
The list of issues, beyond price, quality and
availability that are increasingly influencing
consumer choices is long and familiar, such as:
climate change (particularly with regards the
carbon impact of transport), plastic packaging
waste and pollution. Consumers are also
paying more attention to ethical concerns like
modern slavery, human rights abuses and
animal welfare.
In all these instances, the conscious consumer
will expect the retailer to be open, honest and
knowledgeable – to accept ownership of and
responsibility for the entire supply chain. The
growing power of social media to come down
hard on perceived lapses should not be
underestimated. Nor of course should the
possibility of using social media to reinforce
positive messages about responsible supply
chains.
The demand for information is part of a wider
trend that expects retailing to be a service, not
just a transaction, which suggests opportunities
for physical retailers. A website can readily

"Retail may become less ‘fashiondriven’, with implications for
sourcing, ordering, stockholding
and merchandising strategies."

carry a far more detailed tech spec, but it may
take a real live shop assistant to explain which
aspects of it actually matter.
Another trend, much talked about but which
may be made a reality by the current crisis, is a
reaction against buying ‘disposable’ fashion and
other items intended for a short or even singleuse life. Although this is partly bound in with
environmental, resource, and social concerns,
there are also demographic factors: the decline
in home ownership, and rise in singleton
households – the divorced, the elderly – are not
just impacting the market for white and brown
goods and home furnishings, but are making
the ownership of large amounts of ‘stuff’
generally less attractive. Retail may become
less ‘fashion-driven’, with implications for
sourcing, ordering, stockholding and
merchandising strategies.
Allied with this, we may see demand grow for
goods to be repairable rather than replaceable.
There may also be developments in the leasing
or rental of consumer durables, as an
alternative to outright purchase. If they come to
pass, these developments could radically alter
the role of retailing in some sectors, and the
shape and function of their supply and fulfilment
chains. It may be that, for such retailers, the
competitive edge, from a logistics point of view,
will be found not so much in the initial fulfilment
of a consumer purchase, but in the reverse leg
of the supply chain – the ability to pull back not
just returns, as at present, but leased/rented
goods, used goods in part exchange, and so
on, and to refurbish, repurpose, resell or recycle
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as appropriate.

CHANGING THE RETAIL
EXPERIENCE
Finally, there is the question of how and where
consumers will do their shopping. As noted,
online already accounts for 21% of retail spend.
In current conditions, many consumers will be
using online for the first time and many more
will have come to depend on online ordering
and home delivery for most or all of their
purchases. Provided experiences are generally
positive, and the fulfilment network settles into
an efficient and reliable state, many of these
consumers may change their mode of shopping
permanently.
Visits to physical shops are strictly curtailed in
the current crisis, and consumers are urged to
minimise their grocery shopping trips. That will
tend to boost the ‘big weekly shop’ model,
which until the crisis was tending to decline in
favour of a more ‘little and often’ and
convenience store based approach. Which
effect will prevail AC is unknown. It may be, that
the crisis promotes a resurgence of the ‘corner
shop’. An interesting finding in current
consumer research is a desire for retail and
shopping to be in some sense ‘community
building’ – which may mean local service, local
employment, local sourcing, use of local
contractors and so on. It’s easy to see how this
may stand in stark contrast to the present high
food-mile model. It may be that as High Streets
pivot towards a more leisure-based economy,
the remaining town centre retailers look to vary
their hours, perhaps towards a Continental
model of not opening until late morning but
remaining open into the mid-evening. If retailers
and towns wish to promote this model, local
rules on parking, deliveries and the like may
have to be reconsidered.
Technology is not just facilitating online

shopping, but also homeworking. If, for many
companies and workers, that is successful it
may become a permanent feature, with possibly
profound effects on where, when and how
people shop. Homeworkers can be much more
flexible over online delivery slots. On the other
hand, homeworkers might find popping to the
local shops an attractive way of taking a screen
break and dividing up the working day. This
may mean fewer workers shopping or browsing
in town centre shops in their lunch breaks,
putting further pressure on traditional High
Street retail.

"Online already accounts for 21%
of retail spend. In current
conditions, many consumers will
be using online for the first time
and many more will have come to
depend on online ordering and
home delivery for most or all of
their purchases."

FLEXIBLE, AGILE, RESPONSIVE
SUPPLY CHAINS
Clearly, the future shape of retail is uncertain –
perhaps the only certainty is that change is
inevitable. The retailers that survive and
prosper will be those with supply, fulfilment and
return networks that are flexible, agile and
responsive – capable of adapting quickly to
changing consumer lifestyles, thinking and
demands. But critically, those highly responsive
supply chains must be created with the
sustainability of the business, and its future
profitability, firmly in mind.
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In order to embrace the change, retail supply
chains will need to adapt and move forward into
the new norm.
But what has this situation taught us about our
supply chains?
The topics on the agenda will be many and
varied. Some will be direct reactions to how the
current supply chain has been impacted. Some
changes may already be part of a company’s
strategic thinking or were planned in, but the
current situation may have amplified the need
for change, accelerated the timing or re-defined
its scope. The key will be agile planning and
prioritisation, balancing cost and risk particularly as we enter an uncertain period
where many businesses will be purely focused
on short-term recovery and survival.
Importantly, not everything comes with a big
price tag, but creative thinking, fleetness of foot
and, to some degree, a leap of faith, will be
required.

So, what should companies and
supply chains be thinking about?
Firstly, online. Businesses that have been
forced into taking their first online steps, and
those that have seen online sales as a marginal
‘nice to have’ need to start taking eCommerce
seriously. This doesn’t just mean making the
website fit for purpose. It means ramping up the
capability to take and to fulfil orders. It means
creating the ability to differentiate customer
propositions, while offering an omni-channel
experience that is consistent right across the
brand. And for those seasoned multi-channel
retailers and grocers that are seeing higher
volumes, and therefore require reactionary
capacity increases – the challenge will be in
estimating the level of online demand going
forward and ensuring that any service
expansion is profitable and sustainable.

Firms also need to rethink their physical

estate. Certainly in terms of type and location
– High Street, convenience store, retail park –
but more fundamentally, how the estate is used.
This is not a new question; the debate over the
future of the high street and shops has been
rolling for a while. The current situation is
merely forcing retailers to accelerate their
deliberations and make some changes. This is
not to suggest there should be no stores at all,
but rather how does the physical retail world
meet the digital, how do the advantages of a
customer’s physical experience in touching a
product and receiving advice from a sales
assistant measure up to the convenience of
online delivery? For example, should all or
perhaps just parts of oversized or redundant
stores be repurposed as dark stores for online
fulfilment, or as city centre hubs for
consolidating deliveries within low-emission
zones? How do stores fit into strategies for local
delivery, click and collect and returns? Should
town centre stores be pure showrooms and
sales/advice centres, with fulfilment from
elsewhere? How do stores play a role in the
new ‘community’ movement? And ‘pure’ online
players may consider, as some already are,
whether business would benefit from a physical
showroom presence, whether their own or
through partnerships.
Online or physical retail businesses need to
give serious consideration to the returns loop.
This is not just about the efficient passage of
customer returns back in to saleable stock, but
potentially it could be about the recovery,
reprocessing, recycling of used and end-of-life
goods and of packaging materials.
Alongside the recovery mode of dealing with
huge swathes of unsold or unseasonal stock,
piled high during the lockdown period, retailers
will need to review their sourcing, stocking

and inventory policies. How commercially

viable is near-sourcing, multiple suppliers, just
in time manufacturing and pull ordering? Many
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‘fast fashion’ retailers already operate these
more agile, short lead time, responsive supply
chain models ¬– how can mainstream retailers
implement similar principles, and do so
profitably? Collaboration and visibility are likely
to be key components.
All the points made so far have implications for
the size, type and location of warehousing and
distribution centres, and also for the sorts of
relationships retailers will need to have with
their competitors, suppliers, and logistics
partners.
All this of course has to be done while
maintaining or improving efficiency and service
levels, and maintaining an iron control over

costs. This is particularly true online. As many
firms are currently discovering, an online offer
can be expensive to deliver, particularly when
speed is prioritised. The key to sustainability will
be balancing customer proposition and cost,
and creating efficiency at scale. To achieve this
retailers need to look inwards to understand
their own processes and costs, and outwards to
what their customers really want.
Those that succeed in the ‘new normal’ will
have invested, not necessarily massively, but
wisely, in a number of areas. Automation
gives opportunities to improve labour resilience,
to grow more cost effectively, and to be able to
react faster and more robustly to fluctuations,
whether those be spikes in demand or labour
shortages. Importantly, automation is not just
needed in the warehouse – much sourcing,
procurement, supplier relations, transport and
warehouse management, and the links between
them, are ripe for automation. Well-deployed
technology would free people to focus on the
real value-adding decisions.

Digitisation at some level will be essential to
create transparency and visibility, giving
retailers more control and a faster flow of
decisions and processes. The result will be a

higher level of efficiency and service. This will
not just be end-to-end through the supply chain,
but also across the retail offer, giving an
integrated and detailed view of stock, sales,
orders, deliveries, and forecasts over all
channels – enabling goods, people and
management resource to be reallocated quickly
to where they are most needed.
It should go without saying that the key to
success in all of this is continued investment in

people, at all levels. A supply chain is far more
than its stock, warehouses, systems and
vehicles.

IN THIS TOGETHER, FOREVER?
On their own, retailers may struggle to adapt
their supply chains and distribution networks. It
is important therefore that some of the positive
lessons from the crisis are not forgotten – in
particular, the benefits of collaboration.
There are many parts of the supply chain that
do not really form the basis for competition
between brands. As far a Competition Laws
allow, collaboration, through for example the
shared use of vehicles, warehousing and other
assets should be continued and refined. It may
turn out that in some areas, such as urban ‘last
mile’ delivery, collaboration may even become
a necessity.
Finally, adversity brings new opportunities.
Retailers and their partners must learn to
capitalise on some of the ‘quick fix’ and ‘Heath
Robinson’ solutions that the crisis has
stimulated. Some improbable business models
have emerged and, while many of these are
likely to be unsustainable or unprofitable in
normal times, some may have real merit, and
with creativity these could be developed to real
advantage. Certainly, retail needs to continue
actively seeking out innovative ideas for a
new normal that will certainly be dynamic,
unpredictable, and full of opportunities.
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IN CONCLUSION...
In this time of crisis, despite the huge
challenges that retailers face, there are
likely to be many silver linings that can be
turned into opportunities. It will be those
enlightened leadership teams that use this
time to plan, model and implement new
approaches to their supply chain that will
create and maintain healthy businesses fit
for a post Coronavirus future.
If some of these topics have resonated with
you - whether it’s short term efficiency,
translating new customer demands into
reality, profitability analysis, space or
transport or fulfilment solutions - our team
of supply chain experts can help you to talk
through in the context of your own business
challenges and together understand how
best to support your future success.

where she was responsible for developing
the strategy and design for a simpler omnichannel logistics network to support store
and online sales of £5bn pa for the
retailer’s Clothing and Home lines.
Over a ten-year career at John Lewis,
Louisa held both the post of Head of
Supply Chain Strategy and Head of
Commercial Assurance - Operations, roles
that encompassed strategy formulation and
mobilisation, operational and commercial
insight, executive communication and risk
management.

More on Bis Henderson Consulting at
www.bis-hendersonconsulting.com

Contact Louisa
louisa.hosegood@bis-henderson.com
or visit
www.bis-hendersonconsulting.com

ABOUT LOUISA HOSEGOOD:
Louisa Hosegood FCMA is Digital and
Strategy Director at Bis Henderson
Consulting. She has 18 years’ experience
in retail and eCommerce, fulfilling senior
supply chain leadership roles at some of
the UK’s largest Retailers – Marks &
Spencer, John Lewis and Tesco. Until
recently she was Head of Logistics
Network Development at Marks & Spencer,
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Even before Coronavirus, bricks and
mortar retailers were facing an existential
crisis. Soaring business rates, rent
reviews, and minimum wages were
already putting pressure on the size and
scale of physical shops. And against the
increasing appeal of online shopping to a
conscious, discriminating and tech-savvy
market, the role of bricks versus clicks
has long been in debate. The virus is
accelerating trends that were already
evident and now, as retailers resume
trading, new opportunities emerge and
existing challenges demand resolution.
But while attention is focused on how consumer
behaviours are changing, little thought has
been given to how ‘new normal’ consumerism
impacts real retail supply chain operations. To
see possible futures in microcosm, we only
need to venture, if we dare, into the back-ofshop stockroom.
The stockroom is the vital interface between
customer-facing sales operations and the rest
of the supply chain. It is often also an
embarrassment – under-planned, undermanaged, a high-rent storage facility and a
visibility black hole. It is time to reconsider and
reimagine what a stockroom is actually for – it’s
role, it’s shape, it’s size, and how it connects to
the customer experience on the sales floor –
indeed how blurred the line between front and
back of house really needs to be now.
To meet COVID requirements while still
accommodating a viable number of staff and
customers requires extra space. Even before
the virus, retailers were looking to entice
customers into shops by creating experiences
and easier shopping – demonstrations, events,
wider aisles, places to relax and think about
purchases – all needing more sales area, and
often re-arranging store layouts to encroach on
already brimming stockrooms.

Pressure for smaller stockrooms has pushed
some backroom activities such as unpacking,
hanging, promotions and ticketing back
upstream to the distribution centre (DC), and
with replenishment trending towards little and
often, direct to the sales floor. But pushing
activity back to the warehouse is not without its
problems. There may not be the capacity – the
UK is ‘under-warehoused’ even without steep
online growth. Large storage and picking
operations are not often set up with the space,
skills or equipment for such pre-retailing
activities. Smaller retailers are often at the
mercy of larger suppliers for order quantities
and delivery slots. Meanwhile, frequent
replenishment does not necessarily come
cheap, small quantities can lead to shipping
fresh air, plus nowadays any deliveries will
compete with online fulfilment for scarce
resources of drivers, vehicles and road space.
Now meet the new kids on the block, Bopis and
Boris. Buy Online Pickup In Store, the new
name for Click and Collect, is increasingly
attractive to consumers – all the advantages of
online but without waiting at home for a
delivery. Sourcing online orders from the shop
itself is a huge opportunity to offer next or same
day collections to impatient customers, as well
as being a strong footfall driver across the
threshold. But fulfilling from store requires the
supply chain to enter into the shop world far
more than ever before. Orders would probably

"It is time to reconsider and
reimagine what a stockroom is
actually for – it’s role, it’s shape,
it’s size, and how it connects to
the customer experience on the
sales floor."
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be picked from shop floor stock but packing and
storing for customers will need back of house
space, not to mention systems akin to being in
a warehouse environment.
And then there is Boris – Buy Online Return In
Store. Returns already run at intolerable levels,
particularly in the fashion sector. Returned
products have to be stored and processed
somewhere, and with the added new
complication of 72 hours quarantine, another
pressure on the stockroom. Making returns
available for resale quickly is key, the challenge
is guessing where that stock will sell best next
time – in that shop, another shop nearby or
online? Moving returns around or back to a DC
adds time and is costly, so picking from returns
stock for online customers could make sense –
is this another new role for the stockroom?
So, far from minimising the stockroom space,
some retailers may actually need to expand
their back-of-store to accommodate all these
new omni-channel activities. And that in itself
brings all sorts of new challenges. There is of
course no such thing as a ‘typical’ shop. The
options for a listed building in a medieval town
centre are far more limited than for a purposebuilt retail park unit. Even small retail chains
may have both. Many chains will not be
physically able to apply identical solutions to
different outlets, yet they have to offer a
common experience.
Shop of the future technology like virtual fitting
rooms, automated lockers for collection and
returns, plus contactless everything, are on
retailers’ IT wish lists, and for sure these new
digital solutions will support a new world of
frictionless customer experience. However, the

"The real key is supply chain
technology."

real key is supply chain technology. Accurate
real-time stock availability data or live order
tracking – providing assurance to nervous
customers that their trip to the shop will not be
wasted; and giving shop staff the tools to do
their new job; demand forecasting and order
management tools that transcend the omnichannel world to really seize the opportunity
that bricks and clicks offers for maximising
sales.

IN CONCLUSION...
The future of the stockroom is intimately
connected to the way that retail supply
chains and business models will be run.
The immediate post-COVID environment
and customer reaction is creating one set
of challenges, but the future of retail is
evolving again and so retailers must create
as much flexibility as possible in their use
of space – taking real advantage of blurring
the lines between the front and back of
shops.
At this critical point, retailers need to ask
themselves some important questions:
Does any of this resonate with you and
your business direction? Are you actively
re-considering the role of your shops and
looking at the opportunities for in-store
fulfilment of online orders? Where does
your stockroom fit in your plan and is it
ready? Are your systems omni-channel
capable? Are your warehouse and
transport operations set up to support such
operations?
Perhaps it’s time to consider getting the
support you need in rethinking the role of
your supply chain in the new retail
landscape? These may be big challenges,
but they are also huge opportunities, and
the time to act is now.
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Retail warehousing operations have
performed heroically during the
pandemic crisis, and we have seen, and
helped, our clients find swift, creative
and sometimes rather brave solutions to
the issues that COVID 19 has raised. Our
recent White Paper on the sector’s
response to COVID provoked some key
thoughts for supply chain in the next
normal: one of these is the need for
much greater levels of appropriate
automation.
That is easy to say, but ‘automation’ can range
from a simple conveyor system to cutting edge
Artificial Intelligence. Here we offer a five-step
process that will help your business find the
appropriate levels and applications of
automation for your business, now and into the
future.
The retailers that have survived, and will
prosper, undoubtedly are those with supply,
fulfilment and return networks that are flexible,
agile and responsive – capable of adapting
quickly to changing business environments and
consumer lifestyles, thinking and demands.
Critically, such supply chains will not just
respond to the imperatives of the moment but
be able to transform to support the future
productivity, sustainability and profitability of the
business.
With social distancing, the traditional solution of
throwing more labour at problems has broken
down. Even before COVID it was likely that
labour might no longer be ‘cheap’, nor
available, while the need to improve productivity
is pressing. Meanwhile the shift to eCommerce
is making warehouse operations more complex
and more time-critical, but at the same time
‘bricks’n’mortar’ retailing still needs to be
supported and rejuvenated. All this with an eye
on sustainability, resilience and future-proofing
in an increasingly unpredictable world.

Automation, both of physical operations and of
underlying business processes, must form part
of the answer. Some companies are already
well down the automation road. Others are
hastily re-evaluating their needs and bringing
forward their investment. For many, though, the
prospect of automation is scary – inflexible,
high risk, disruptive, unaffordable – and
altogether outside their comfort zone.
But think again. Any warehousing operation can
achieve appropriate levels of automation that
are scaleable, affordable, flexible and that will
generate and lasting returns. Every business’
route map and destination will be different, but
by following a five-point approach to planning
and decision-making, companies can advance
through the automation jungle swiftly and with
confidence.

1. UNDERSTAND YOUR
EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
Change is the only constant. However, there
are discernible trends that firms need to be
ahead of. The growth in eCommerce is but one.
Geopolitics and other factors may radically
change the sources and holdings of goods, for
example, through near-shoring. The rise of the
‘conscious consumer’ means that ethical,
environmental and other considerations now
rank with price and availability, so not just
goods, but warehousing, transport and other

"Any warehousing operation can
achieve appropriate levels of
automation that are scaleable,
affordable, flexible and that will
generate and lasting returns."
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supply chain operations, will need to
demonstrate compliance to green and ethical
standards. Meanwhile, other businesses are
competing not just for your customers, but also
for your labour, transport, space and other
resources.
How do these issues affect the demands you
place on your warehouse operations in terms of
speed of response, service levels, service
differentiation, choice (not just of goods but of
delivery modes and locations), late order cutoffs, order collation, and returns policies? How
do your customers value these: are they
prepared to pay, are they expected as
standard, where do their ethical allegiances lie
versus their desire for value and convenience?
Automation solutions can solve many of these,
but it’s about prioritising those business
ambitions that the supply chain can deliver.

2. ANALYSE HOW YOUR
BUSINESS WORKS
Automation is not about adding tech for tech’s
sake: it’s about investing in the right solutions
that match your business now while offering
flexibility for the future. The key to this lies in
understanding your own business and its
supply chain characteristics, for example:
product rate of sale, physical product
dimensions, daily or weekly work profile, returns
rates, the services you offer, and how these

"Automation is not about adding
tech for tech’s sake: it’s about
investing in the right solutions
that match your business now
while offering flexibility for the
future."

"It’s important to think not only
about current warehouse
operations, but also how these
should develop to support longerterm business ambitions"

factors vary.
It’s important to think not only about current
warehouse operations, but also how these
should develop to support longer-term business
ambitions, be those shorter customer lead
times, wider product range, or alternative
delivery points, ensuring that these are
envisaged in any automation specification.
Most companies know less than they think
about how their warehousing and fulfilment
actually works. There are the unofficial workarounds, the informal stock locations, the ‘on
the fly’ decisions. Often, warehouse operations
and layouts have evolved, rather than having
been planned.
Responses to eCommerce are a good example,
though not the only one. At only a few percent
of sales it has been possible to pick, pack and
dispatch individual online orders reasonably
easily in a largely case and pallet environment.
However, as eCommerce now approaches 30%
in some retail sectors, that approach is no
longer tenable for most. Appropriate automation
can help resolve these sorts of conflicts.
Importantly, there is absolutely no point in
automating a set of processes that are
inherently inefficient. Social distancing has
revealed some of the inefficiencies: any area
where distancing has been difficult because
labour has been thrown together – for example
at packing stations, or particular pick faces – is
probably running ‘hot’ and is ripe for

www.bis-hendersonconsulting.com
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"By identifying the bottleneck
processes, it may be possible to
reorganise or reconfigure some
parts of the operation."

automation.
Other inefficiencies may be less obvious. How
long after a delivery is received do goods
become available for picking? How much time
do employees spend queuing at a printer to
receive their next job sheet or pick list? These
may suggest automation solutions to processes
rather than materials handling. By identifying
the bottleneck processes, it may be possible to
reorganise or reconfigure some parts of the
operation so that automation is not needed
everywhere or immediately and can be
prioritised on those areas that will really deliver
early benefit. And remember that robots are for
life, not just for Christmas. Short-term problems
need to be addressed first, before investment in
automation as part of the longer-term strategy.
It’s not about where you are, it’s about where
you are going.

3. MATCHING SOLUTIONS AND
PROVIDERS
There is a very wide range of solutions, from
simple conveyors to Autonomous Mobile
Robots (AMRs), shuttles, carousels and other
automated storage/retrieval systems, picking
robots, automated packing solutions, and
container de-stuffing systems. Then there are
ancillaries to support human or automated
operations, from RFID and scanning to voice
directed picking, and WMS and other IT.
Selection is about assessing the pros and cons

of different solution types and what would suit
your business, products and physical
environment, as well as your budget and time
expectations.
Flexibility is key, so it’s not necessarily about
automating everything – automation can be a
constraint if it can’t easily change or adapt to a
new circumstance or requirement. The best way
forward may be to combine manual,
mechanised and automated processes,
choosing the right things to mechanise and
automate depending on your business and your
customer requirements. It’s about automating
those areas and processes, where the
investment will genuinely solve problems and
deliver benefits, so a degree of skepticism is in
order.
Most systems will have a variety of features,
some of which are more or less important to
your own operation and products. Finding this
match is an important part of the selection
process. Systems interfaces should not be a
barrier as most should be capable of interfacing
with other vendors’ products and with a wide
variety of control systems or WMS without
much trouble.
There are providers who are only really
interested in major corporate business and
there are others who specialise in the needs of
SMEs. But remember, just because your
company is small does not mean that the

"Flexibility is key, so it’s not
necessarily about automating
everything – automation can be a
constraint if it can’t easily change
or adapt to a new circumstance or
requirement."
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particular task isn’t intense or complex,
requiring something more sophisticated.

the experience of the workforce, is also
important.

Consider training, maintenance and support:
who will do this and what are the ongoing cost
commitments and service levels? Not all
vendors offer a full service long-term; but then
not all automation requires this.

Costs will depend on the solution itself – a
modular design and implementation approach
could smooth cash outflow and link more
closely to business volume growth. Increasingly
some automation, such as mobile robotics and
many of the IT elements, is available to lease or
as ‘aaS’ (as a Service), giving alternative and
lower-risk financing options. Service Level
Agreements, for maintenance, upgrades etc.,
need to be carefully considered and there also
may be a requirement for in-house IT,
maintenance and other specialist skills.
Depending on the solution, there may be other
costs such as building-related expenditure –
flooring, wiring, internal reconfiguration.

It really is vital to create, and adhere to, a
formal process to guide you through this jungle.
The clarity that comes from creating the
business requirements documentation and
functional design specification is not only key to
selecting the best automation solution, it’s also
central to the procurement process as it creates
the assessment criteria list. It also forms the
basis of the commercial contract and critical
decisions such as buy versus lease. Time really
must be committed to this upfront design
phase.
Shortlisting and selecting solutions and
vendors, assessing their capabilities, matching
these to requirements and assessing value for
money can be a mind-boggling exercise but it
has to be got right. This is certainly an area
where it can be worth hiring in some vendorneutral expertise.

4. MAKING THE BUSINESS CASE
Tangible benefits may include increased
productivity, reduced costs (not necessarily just
labour), improved stock accuracy, improved
pick accuracy, better space and asset
utilisation, improved customer service levels,
and better data visibility, which can feed
improvement right across the business.
The case should also demonstrate scalability,
future proofing, support for supply chain
resilience, and perhaps contributions to
environmental, employee welfare and other
goals. The impact on labour market resilience –
attracting, retaining, protecting, and enhancing

Return on investment speed will also depend
on the solution chosen and the current
operation. Some automation is designed to be a
long-term strategic investment, while other
plans may be about quick wins and low-hanging
fruit (although longer-term goals still need to be
included). It’s about ensuring the right match
between your business and the solutions
available, now and for the future.

5. SUCCESSFUL
IMPLEMENTATION
While installing most automation is no longer
the ‘shut the site for six months’ project it used
to be, implementation still requires careful
planning and appropriate resourcing.

"Some automation is designed to
be a long-term strategic
investment, while other plans may
be about quick wins."
www.bis-hendersonconsulting.com
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"Successful implementations
include bringing end-users into
the project at the beginning, as
much to achieve cultural change
and user acceptance as to ensure
robust operational input."

Successful implementations include bringing
end-users into the project at the beginning, as
much to achieve cultural change and user
acceptance as to ensure robust operational
input. There should be a process in hand for
post-implementation continuous improvement,
of the automation itself and of the ways in which
the business interacts with the automation.
Comprehensive programme management will
include planning for go-live, for user acceptance
testing, and for maintaining current operations
at an acceptable level throughout the process.
Technical expertise may come from the vendor,
and perhaps an independent
consultant/systems integrator, especially if a
multi-vendor installation is proposed.

IN CONCLUSION...
The detailed route map that evolves from
these five steps will be unique to each
organisation. But following these steps
should help maximise the benefits of
automation, while minimising costs and the
possibility of nasty surprises.
Does any of this resonate with you and
your business direction? Are you
considering warehouse automation? Are
you already in the middle of an automation
change process but it’s not progressing
along the path you thought or expected?
With a wealth of automation experience
across many sectors, Bis Henderson
Consulting can help guide your company
through its review of the new retail
landscape, analysis of current operations,
and assessment of the potential for
automation – as well as offering vendorneutral advice in supplier and solution
selection, through to detailed design,
project implementation and post go-live
independent review and enhancement.
Success depends upon expertise.
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Supply chains today are required to
deliver ever-better service levels while
simultaneously bearing down on cost
and meeting aggressive new
sustainability agendas. This has to be
achieved against a background of longterm fundamental changes in consumer
behaviours, priorities and expenditure,
and the shorter-term rolling turmoil of
COVID. The supply chain is clearly, more
than ever, a key factor in securing
competitive advantage.
The current pandemic has spurred creativity
and challenged some of the fundamental
taboos of working together. We have seen
glimpses of how collaboration can be vital to the
retailer’s mission to offer customers the widest
assortment, at the best prices, with assured
availability.
So is collaboration the answer? Can
partnerships and sharing be done effectively
whilst still maintaining brand differentiation?
The suggestion is, it certainly has a lot of
potential and could offer a strategic route to
profitability and sustainability, which should not
be ignored.
This pandemic has created additional operating
costs, whether through COVID-specific social
distancing requirements and special cleaning
measures, risk mitigation by changing product
sourcing, or through an accelerated shift to
eCommerce, requiring greater investment in
people and assets – but with tighter margins.
Lower demand being seen in some retail
sectors isn’t translating into the freeing up of
scarce logistics assets – quite the reverse.
ECommerce requires more warehousing, more
trucks, more drivers and operatives, and more
delivery vans – all of which are in short supply.
The true number of empty or less than full (LTF)
trucks running on UK roads is a great unknown

but realistically, it’s likely to be high, and many
warehouses operate at peaks and troughs, with
lots of space one minute and rubber walls
needed the next. Balancing need and capacity
across supply chains through wider
collaboration makes perfect sense.
Meanwhile, meeting sustainability agendas not
only impose extra costs, through restrictions on
vehicle movements and delivery times, low
emission zones and carbon-related taxes, but
also introduce a new form of cost accounting,
as consumers demand to see the
environmental footprint of their purchases.
Waste is an underlying issue, and as long as
companies run their supply chains in isolation,
waste will continue to raise costs, impair
service, and frustrate sustainability.
Collaborative initiatives can cut waste, to the
benefit of consumers and companies alike –
improving operational efficiency, reducing cost
and driving up service performance. So how do
you achieve transformative environmental
efficiencies on your own? Costs for a single
organisation can be prohibitive but perhaps,
there are simpler ways of achieving the same
goal.
Collaboration can be horizontal, vertical, or
both. Vertical collaboration, between a retailer,
its logistics partners, and the various tiers of the
supply chain, should be a ‘no-brainer’, but it is
remarkable how businesses just don’t
collaborate on the success of promotions, their
future plans for marketing, or sharing even
basic operational data, such as POS, in timely

"Collaboration could offer a
strategic route to profitability and
sustainability, which should not
be ignored."
www.bis-hendersonconsulting.com
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fashion. Greater vertical collaboration will allow
much more effective use of logistics lanes and
facilities. There is a caveat – collaboration must
be both scalable (accessible to smaller players)
and inclusive (no favourites) otherwise the
competition authorities will have reasonable
grounds to investigate.
Horizontal collaborations, especially between
businesses that are to some extent competitors,
can be even more contentious. But if a retailer
wants to co-ordinate and consolidate deliveries
there is no reason why it shouldn’t require
suppliers – even competing brands – with LTF
loads to share transport and warehousing
arrangements. And if suppliers and 3PLs can
collaborate over supply to one retailer, why
should they not extend that to all the retail
customers in an area. Does the consumer really
care if the products of P&G and Unilever arrive
at Tesco on the same truck? So why would they
worry if the same truck has also dropped at
Asda, Morrisons and Sainsburys? The
consumer is motivated by product availability,
price and social responsibility – not by how a
delivery to store is configured.
Far from being banned under competition law,
collaboration in future may be actively promoted
or enforced by the authorities. For example, it is
likely that in many urban areas, collaboration in
store replenishment and last mile delivery
through shared services from perhaps ‘edge of
town’ transhipment centres, will be enforced
through taxes, restrictive regulations, or both.
Perhaps the owners of retail parks and
shopping malls, or local councils responsible for

"The consumer is motivated by
product availability, price and
social responsibility – not by how
a delivery to store is configured."

"Sharing fixed and mobile assets
could reduce the investment
required to maintain and improve
service and could also offer a
route for smaller companies to
raise their game."

High Streets and markets, themselves could
play a role in facilitating a collaborative
approach.
Supply chain collaboration has a lot to offer
retailers, their partners, consumers and society
itself.
Sharing fixed and mobile assets could reduce
the investment required to maintain and
improve service and could also offer a route for
smaller companies to raise their game. In the
current climate of switching to online, many
retailers are re-assessing their physical estate
and so inventive collaboration may find
commercial solutions for 'baggy space'.
Skilled labour, from logistics managers to
drivers and warehouse technology specialists,
is likewise a resource in short supply whose use
must be optimised. Many smaller supply chains
cannot attract or retain all the skills they require,
or may need these skills on a less than full time
basis. Collaboration can give everyone access
to the talent.
Overhead costs such as IT can likewise be
shared and a larger network will support more
sophisticated solutions. Where supply chain
operations come into apparent conflict with
sustainability, environmental and other
sustainability, environmental and other
agendas, the ability of supply chain players to
speak and act as one will tend to promote
solutions that meet all stakeholders’ objectives.

www.bis-hendersonconsulting.com
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Innovative approaches can be spread to mutual
advantage, and a collaborative or partnership
approach can make it easier, quicker and
cheaper to move into new geographical or
value-added service areas or to enter new
markets and access new customer bases – no
reinventing the wheel required.
Beyond that, collaboration can be viable even
between businesses or supply chains that
appear to be direct competitors – ‘co-opetition’.
There are examples of retailers who have
partnered with the great threat, Amazon –
gaining exposure, albeit online, but with the
expectation of maintaining footfall because they
are a location to which Amazon customers can
easily collect and return goods. The possibilities
are endless.
Our experience at Bis Henderson Consulting as
network creators and facilitators suggests that
there is great potential for retailers and their
partners to develop collaborative approaches,
creating more economically and
environmentally sustainable supply chains. We
have found that the secrets to success lie as
much in the attitudes and cultures of the
participating companies, as in the physical ‘nuts
and bolts’ of supply chain operations.

vision into workable commercial and
operational agreements may also be
challenging. As an independent and unbiased
facilitator we can help assess strategies,
identify opportunities for initial collaboration,
help plot a roadmap for where this may or
should lead in time, and help in bringing
different parties together.

IN CONCLUSION...
In an environment that is changing radically
and rapidly, there is a strong case for
supply chain collaboration, not just as a
tactical convenience, but as an integral part
of business strategy. Everyone is facing the
same basic challenges – of rising costs,
volatile and uncertain demand, fickle
customers, resource scarcity, restrictive
regulations, and a challenging sustainability
agenda. Now is the time to leverage
competitive advantage through
collaboration. Contact Bis Henderson
Consulting and let us help you find
competitive advantage through
collaborative relationships.

Significant collaboration does require attitudinal
change, breaking down preconceptions and
often ‘forgetting’ previous, perhaps adversarial,
history. It needs a shared vision of aims and
agendas, and of how all parties – including, of
course, the consumer – will benefit. It requires
willingness and trust to make data and plans
available, and to volunteer it. There is a need
for creative thinking and even some leaps of
faith.
We are not suggesting this is straightforward.
Businesses need to work together in an openminded way to explore possibilities, and identify
strengths, weaknesses, compatibilities, as well
as additional potential partners. Converting the
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Faced with mounting challenges on
urban congestion, cost pressures and
environmental concerns – how should
businesses adapt their delivery models
to meet rocketing ecommerce order
volumes?
ECommerce has grown massively, and
probably permanently, during the pandemic to
30% or more of retail trade. Customers
increasingly value the convenience, assurance,
immediacy, pricing and safety of ordering
online.
The performance of many home delivery
operations during the COVID crisis has been
truly impressive, ramping up capacity at breakneck speed, running continuously at peak
levels, or for some new entrants being truly
creative with 'emergency models'. However, the
traditional ‘last mile’ delivery model – from
distribution centre to home addresses,
collection points, ‘click and collect’ stores,
locker systems and the like – is under huge
pressure to serve more customers and greater
volumes, and many existing approaches are
simply not sustainable in economic,
environmental and social terms.
Currently, last mile delivery using IC engine
vehicles generates significant CO2 and noxious
emissions, and raises many other
environmental and social problems, including
noise, health issues and congestion –
particularly in dense urban areas. With
increasingly stringent emissions regulations and
planned urban area vehicle restrictions, there is
now an urgent need to create a ‘sustainability
plan’ for the fast-expanding fleet of vans that is
rapidly replacing the old regime of large trucks
delivering to stores. And that’s only the vehicle
side of final mile, the green agenda extends
much wider with the conscious consumer now
expecting more in terms of packaging and
choices over how and when their parcels are
delivered.

The expansion of eCommerce has also placed
great demands on physical space, whether it be
fulfilment centres or sorting, consolidation and
delivery hubs, and this has become a
contentious issue. As consumers demand ever
faster deliveries, more localised fulfilment
models are required. Yet these same
consumers, as residents, oppose plans for
industrial development in conurbations, as seen
by the recent rejection of Ocado’s fulfilment
centre expansion in Islington. Many logistics
property experts suggest that local government
bodies are being slow to realise the mounting
urban warehousing challenge heading their
way.
What’s more, current models are economically
moribund. Consumers expect ‘free’ delivery, but
eCommerce is hungry for resources –
warehousing, vehicles, order pickers and
drivers – which have to be paid for and, as in
the case of warehousing and labour, are in
short supply. Meanwhile, the push for speed of
deliveries means that many delivery trips
operate ‘on demand’ and at well below
capacity. For omni-channel retailers the switch
in emphasis to online sales fundamentally
challenges the cost structure of the business,
requiring the challenges of ‘final mile’ to be
addressed in a more holistic way in order to
rebalance costs.
Of course, any comment on ‘last mile’ wouldn’t
be complete without mentioning Amazon.
Welcome or not, Amazon’s dominance of
ecommerce has almost single-handedly
upgraded the expectations of every online

"The switch in emphasis to
online sales, challenges the cost
structure of the business."
www.bis-hendersonconsulting.com
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shopper. This has placed substantial pressure
on 3PLs, their delivery partners, and the
eCommerce retailers they serve. On the
positive side 'The Amazon Effect' has helped
many retailers realise how critical final mile is to
their success.
An additional factor, as yet barely addressed, is
the need in an eCommerce economy for pickups as well as deliveries – not just of returns,
but also of consignments from a growing array
of micro-businesses and home workers. The
recent announcement by Royal Mail that
‘posties’ will also pick up pre-paid packages is
an indicator as to how the market is evolving.

SOLUTIONS AT EVERY SCALE
To create an economically and environmentally
intelligent approach to fulfilment, capable of
meeting the needs of consumers, residents and
companies, many partial solutions for individual
firms are available and more are in
development. Let’s consider some key
elements of future ‘last mile’ solutions.
An obvious starting point is vehicles. With
advances in engineering and creative design,
options for delivery vehicles are changing – for
example carbon fibre bodies like those being
adopted by AO and Asda are much lighter,
reducing emissions and increasing payload
capacities. Greener fuel options are gaining
traction, such as electric and fuel cell
technology, and pedal power and pedestrians
may be a part of the mix. There may be
autonomous delivery ‘robots’, as being trialled

"The Amazon Effect” has helped
many retailers realise how critical
final mile is to their success."

"Dynamic systems can balance
options, offering consumers
greater visibility and maximum
flexibility, such as changing
destination at short notice, with
greater operational efficiencies of
reducing failed or re-deliveries"

in Milton Keynes, and, less probably, drones.
Transport arrangements too will vary. As the
market matures it will become evident that not
all deliveries need to be same-day and ondemand, allowing for some degree of
rationalisation and consolidation. On the other
hand, increasingly sophisticated, and
affordable, IT systems are becoming available
that will further redefine route planning and
scheduling, optimising operations in real-time
around criteria of time, mileage, emissions or a
combination thereof.
Indeed, many of the solutions for last mile
delivery will be data driven, and much of the
required data already exists or could readily be
made available. Dynamic systems can balance
options, offering consumers greater visibility
and maximum flexibility, such as changing
destination at short notice, with greater
operational efficiencies of reducing failed or redeliveries. Systems will provide a platform for
greater collaboration by enabling easier
consolidation of deliveries from disparate
sources for a single destination, creating much
needed operational efficiency and, crucially,
adding another layer to the coveted customer
service proposition.
The network of physical space behind final mile
is often forgotten in the race to find cheaper,
faster wheels to deliver the parcels. Short
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"Greater collaboration is the
route to creating a more
comprehensive urban logistics
model."

leadtimes necessitate close proximity to
customers, but finding local warehouse space
for sorting and consolidating consignments for
last mile deliveries is difficult – even harder than
sourcing larger fulfilment facilities. This is where
creativity will need to be at its best.
There is considerable scope for automation and
IT systems, and simple changes in working
practices, to improve the use of resources –
labour, space, and energy, in particular.
As High Street footfall diminishes, some stores
may become redundant, others may be too
large and have 'baggy space', whilst in some instore order picking may no longer present the
same degree of conflict with the ‘shopper-inperson’. In the future, Last mile is likely to
involve parcels picked from a variety of
locations - from big distribution centres, to
shops or former shop premises converted to
‘dark stores’. And that’s even before we
consider the concept of urban logistics centres.
The next significant trend, especially for fashion
and general merchandise, is inter-retailer
collaboration on deliveries, principally to drive
down parcel costs, but also to offer consumers
a single, timely delivery instead of three or four.
Greater collaboration is the route to creating a
more comprehensive urban logistics model.
With the right foresight and local authority
support, we could see schemes like those
popular in Japan, South Korea and Singapore
where a multi-storey warehouse with vehicle
access at all levels is sited on the periphery of a
major conurbation. These facilities could push

the boundaries of multi-use to maximise
efficient operations by housing a variety of
interconnected local area services from
eCommerce deliveries, C&C point, shop
replenishment or top up, supplier cross dock,
inter-store stock rebalancing, returns and
collections from customers and returns, and all
whilst running a local green fuel multi-vehicle
fleet.
This approach works well with a collaborating
consortium of up to eight or ten manufacturers
or retailers. The environmental and economic
benefits of wider collaboration could be
considerable, but success depends on a
supportive approach from local transport and
planning authorities, as is being offered by the
Mayor of London and Transport for London.
In the current economic climate, substantial
public investment in such comprehensive
schemes is unlikely. But there is much that can
be achieved by individual businesses and
through close collaboration with other
organisations and local authorities. Importantly,
not every initiative requires significant new
money: much can be achieved through
intelligent decisions in the normal renewal
cycle, and by repurposing existing assets.

IN CONCLUSION...
Whether you are contemplating something
on this scale, or a more modest first move,
Bis Henderson Consulting can assist you in
looking at the ‘last mile’ in the context of
your overall logistics solutions, your omnichannel strategies, and the way your
physical estate and its utilisation might
change. We can advise on designing,
procuring and implementing technologies,
materials handling and automation, and IT,
that will create capacity, drive process
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improvement and effectiveness, and
improve service levels in ‘last mile’
operations. We can also help you
benchmark against what your peers are
doing, and facilitate collaborations where
these make sense.
Critically, we can show you how to make
environmentally, socially and economically
sustainable ‘last mile’ operations a winning
part of your brand.

More on Bis Henderson Consulting at
www.bis-hendersonconsulting.com
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